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This overpriced book announces itself as a biography of Riemann’s ideas. It is in fact
one of those books that packs a prodigious amount of mathematics into not many pages,
in this case differential geometry from a bundle point of view, Lie theory, Teichmu¨ller
theory, calculus of variations, complex geometry, and algebraic number theory. It reaches
as far as such topics as the Atiyah–Singer index theorem, Hermite–Einstein metrics on
moduli spaces, and Wiles’s proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem. And because these ideas have
a legitimate claim to derive (in part) from what Riemann did, it is indeed a biography of a sort.
Mathematically, the book offers an overview that can be useful given the sheer size of
the original literature. Anyone bold enough to attempt a history of some substantial part
of the mathematics of the 20th century may well find that at some point Maurin’s book
helps them with the mathematics. His enthusiasm shines through, which gives it a welcome
conversational tone. Unfortunately, and despite its explicit claims to the contrary, the book is
in no way a history of mathematics. The treatment of the history is perfunctory. It is usually
confined to brief sentences of attribution; there is no bibliography to speak of, no system
of accurate references to original sources, no human context. The mathematical ideas may
connect, but their creators and discoverers are no longer even shadows.
Maurin has been badly served by his publishers. The book is written in a language close to
English, but not actually in English, and it is not clear to me if native speakers or nonnative
speakers will find it harder to read. Either way, for a book costing such an outrageous sum
of money the least they could have done is provide an author prepared to work as hard as
Maurin has with a proper editor.
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